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Using the generalized version of the classical F. and M. Riesz Theorem as given
by Gliksberg, Ko nig, and Seever, we obtain a few decomposition theorems for
tuples of commuting operators on Hilbert spaces that admit normal dilations whose
joint spectra are contained in the unit sphere of Cn. Our results apply in particular
to spherical n-hypercontractions, subnormal n-tuples whose joint spectra are con-
tained in the closed unit ball of Cn, and to spherical isometries. The questions
related to the uniqueness of decompositions are addressed by appealing to a spe-
cialized version of an approximation result related to the solution of the inner func-
tion problem on the unit ball of Cn. The Henkin measures on the unit sphere play
a central role in the development of the relevant theory.  1998 Academic Press
1. FUNCTION THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
If X is a compact Hausdorff space, then C(X) will denote the algebra of
complex-valued continuous functions on X with the sup norm. A function
algebra on X is a subalgebra of C(X) which is closed in the sup norm
(uniform) topology, which contains constants, and which separates points
on X. The set of regular complex Borel measures on X is denoted by M(X)
and is identified with the dual C(X)* of C(X). If A is a function algebra on
X and 8 is a multiplicative linear functional on A, then M8 denotes the set
of all probability measures \ in M(X) that represent 8 in the sense that
8( f )=|
X
f d\ ( f # A).
Note that M8 is a convex subset of M(X) and is also weak*-compact.
If \ in M(X) is such that X f d\=0 for every f in A, then we write \=A.
Crucial for our purposes is the following decomposition theorem due to
Gliksberg [G] and Ko nig and Seever [KS].
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Theorem 1 (GKS Decomposition Theorem). If K is a weak*-compact
convex nonempty set of regular Borel probability measures on a compact
Hausdorff space X, then every + # M(X) has a unique decomposition
+=+1++2 in which +1 is concentrated on a set of type F_ that is K-null
(that is, \(E)=0 for every \ in K), and +2<<\0 (that is, +2 is absolutely
continuous with respect to \0) for some \0 in K.
Originally, Gliksberg’s approach to decomposing + allowed one to write
+ as +=+1++2 , where +1 was concentrated on a K-null set; however, it
was not clear from his approach that +2 was absolutely continuous with
respect to some measure in K. On the other hand, the approach taken by
Ko nig and Seever to decomposing + allowed one to write + as +=+1++2 ,
where +2 was absolutely continuous with respect to some \0 in K, though
it was not clear from their approach that +1 was concentrated on a K-null
set. It was the work of Rainwater [R] that synthesized both approaches and
allowed one to state the decomposition of + in a manner that combined the
pleasant features of both of these approaches. Rainwater’s work in fact
established that the two apparently different generalizations of the classical
F. and M. Riesz Theorem as given by Gliksberg [G, Theorem 1.1] and by
Ko nig and Seever [KS, Theorem 1] were equivalent. The synthesized ver-
sion is stated below as the ‘‘Abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem.’’ For a neat
perspective of the development of these ideas, the reader is referred to [Ru,
Chapter 9].
Theorem 2 (Abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem). Let 8 be a multi-
plicative linear functional on a function algebra A on X, and let M8 be the
set of representing measures for 8. Let + = A and let +=+1++2 be the GKS
decomposition of + with respect to K=M8 as given by Theorem 1. Then
+1 = A and +2 = A.
In the context of the present paper, we specialize our discussion to the
case where X is the topological boundary S of the unit ball B=
[z # Cn : |z1 | 2+ } } } +|zn | 2<1] of Cn; the uniform algebra A is the ball
algebra A(S) which is isometrically isomorphic to the algebra A(B) of con-
tinuous complex functions on the closure B of B that are analytic on B;
and where 8 is point evaluation of functions in A(S) at the origin so that
we may write M8=M0 . If a sequence [ fi] in A(B) is uniformly bounded
on B and fi (z)  0 as i   for every z in B, then we say that [ fi] is a
Montel sequence. A measure + in M(S) is said to be a Henkin measure if
limi   S fi d+=0 for every Montel sequence [ fi]. These measures were
introduced by Henkin in [H] where he also proved that any + in M(S)
which is absolutely continuous with respect to a Henkin measure is itself
a Henkin measure. It can be easily seen that any measure + in M(s) such
that either (i) + = A(S), or (ii) + represents point evaluation at some z in
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B, or (iii), +<<_, the surface area measure on S, is a Henkin measure. It
was shown by Valskii [V] that any Henkin measure + can be decomposed
as +=h+ g_, where h = A(S) and g # L1(_), the space of _-integrable func-
tions on S. (The decomposition is far from being unique as can be seen by
considering += g_, where g is some function in the Hardy space H1(B)
that vanishes at 0). Using the abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem and the
Valskii decomposition, one can show that every Henkin measure is
absolutely continuous with respect to some \0 in M0 ; this result is due to
Cole and Range [CR]. In the light of these facts, a measure + in M(S) is
a Henkin measure if and only if + is absolutely continuous with respect to
some measure in M0 . The GKS decomposition theorem then yields that
any + in M(S) can be uniquely expressed as +=+1++2 , where +1 is totally
singular, that is, M0 -null, and +2 is Henkin. We conclude this section by
observing that, in the one-dimensional case, M0 is the singleton set consist-
ing of the normalized arc-length measure on the unit circle in C centered
at the origin.
2. OPERATOR THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
If H is a complex separable Hilbert space, then B(H) denotes the set of
bounded linear operators on H. An n-tuple T=(T1 , ..., Tn) of commuting
operators in B(H) is said to admit a normal dilation if there exist a
Hilbert space K, an n-tuple N=(N1 , ..., Nn) of commuting normals in
B(K), and an isometry V: H  K such that (using the multi-index notation)
T m=V*N mV for all n-tuples m=(m1 , ..., mn) of non-negative integers; if,
in addition, Range V is invariant for each Ni , then N is said to be a normal
extension of T and T is said to be subnormal. A normal dilation or exten-
sion N of T will be called minimal if K is the smallest Hilbert space con-
taining Range V that is reducing for each Ni . (It will be convenient to
interpret V as the inclusion map of H into K ; with that interpretation V*
is the orthogonal projection of K onto H). Among all the normal exten-
sions of a subnormal tuple T, there is a minimal one, which is unique up
to unitary equivalence (see [I]). Any n-tuple N of commuting normals
with its joint spectrum in S will be referred to as a spherical unitary. If T
admits a normal dilation N which is a spherical unitary, then N is said to
be a spherical dilation of T ; if, in particular, N is an extension of T, then
N is called a spherical extension of T.
If p(z, w)=m, n amnzmwn is a 2n-variable complex polynomial, then we
interpret p(z, w)(T, T*) as m, n amnT*nT m. A spherical k-hypercontrac-
tion T is an n-tuple T of commuting operators in B(H) such that
(1&z } w)m (T, T*)0 for 1mk. (Here z } w=z1 w1+ } } } +zn wn). It
has been observed in [MV] that any spherical 1-hypercontraction has its
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joint Taylor spectrum contained in the closed unit ball B . It follows from
the author’s work in [At3] that any spherical n-hypercontraction admits a
spherical dilation (see also [V and MV]). Further, the author proved in
[At3] that T is a subnormal tuple with its joint Taylor spectrum contained
in the closed unit ball B if and only if T is a spherical k-hypercontraction
for every k1. (In particular, every such T is a spherical n-hypercontrac-
tion). An n-tuple T of commuting operators in B(H) is said to be a spheri-
cal isometry if T*1T1+ } } } +T*nTn=I, where I is the identity operator on
H. The n-tuple of multiplications by coordinate functions on the Hardy
space H 2(B) of the unit ball B is an example of a spherical isometry. The
starting point of our investigations is the following result from [At2]:
Theorem 3. T is a spherical isometry if and only if T is a subnormal
tuple with the joint spectrum of the minimal normal extension of T contained
in the unit sphere S.
We are now in a position to investigate the decompositions of commut-
ing operator tuples T that admit spherical dilations.
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS
The arguments in this section are mostly motivated by those in [S] and
[M]. Let N be an n-tuple of commuting normals in B(K) with its joint
spectrum contained in the unit sphere S; that is, N is a spherical unitary.
If E( } ) denotes the spectral measure of N, then let us define K1=
x # K : (E( } ) x, x) is totally singular] and K2=[x # K : (E( } ) x, x)] is
Henkin. That K1 is a closed subspace of K follows from a simple set-
theoretic argument. That K2 is a subspace of K is easy to verify; while the
closedness of K2 follows from the fact that M0 is convex and weak*-
compact. (If [\i] is a sequence of representing measures in M0 ,
then i=1 (12
i) \i is a representing measure in M0 as well). The reader
may note that the Abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem, combined with our
observations so far, actually shows that, in the terminology employed in
[C2], the set of Henkin measures is a ‘‘reducing band of measures’’ for the
ball algebra. In view of the GKS decomposition (Theorem 1), we may
obtain, for any x in K, measurable sets Ax and Bx such that Ax _ Bx=S,
Ax & Bx is empty, and &E( } ) x&2=+1( } )++2( } ) where +1( } ) is a totally
singular measure concentrated on Ax and +2( } ) is a Henkin measure
concentrated on Bx . One can write x=x1+x2 where x1=E(Ax) x and
x2=E(Bx) x so that x1 and x2 are orthogonal to each other. Also, for any
Borel set P in S, &E(P) x&2=&E(P) E(Ax) x&2+&E(P) E(Bx) x&2, and it is
easy to see that &E(P) E(Ax) x&2=+1(P) and &E(P) E(Bx) x&2=+2(P).
Thus &E( } ) x1&2 is totally singular and &E( } ) x2&2 is Henkin. Furthermore,
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it is easy to check that any element of K1 is orthogonal to any element of
K2 . We thus have the orthogonal decomposition K=K1 K2 . We will use
P1 and P2 to denote the orthogonal projections of K onto K1 and K2 ,
respectively. The spectral measure E( } ) of N will be said to be Henkin
(resp. totally singular) if &E( } ) x&2 is Henkin (resp. totally singular) for
every x in K ; it is easy to verify that this is equivalent to requiring
(E( } ) x, y) to be Henkin (resp. totally singular) for all x and y in K.
In what follows, it should be clear to the reader from the context whether
any of T1, T2 , N1, N2 denotes an operator tuple or a single operator.
Theorem 4. Let T=(T1 , ..., Tn) be a spherical isometry with Ti in B(H).
Then H can be decomposed as H=H1 H2 , where
(i) H1 and H2 are reducing for T (that is, for each Ti),
(ii) T1=TH1(=(T1 H1 , ..., TnH1)) is a spherical unitary with its
spectral measure totally singular, and
(iii) T2=TH2 is a spherical isometry with the spectral measure of its
minimal spherical extension being Henkin.
Proof. For T as given in the statement of the theorem, let N be its mini-
mal normal extension and K=K1 K2 the decomposition of K as
described in the beginning of the present section, and let H1=P1 H and
H2=P2 H. Since H is invariant for N, we have, for any n-tuple m of
non-negative integers and for any x in H and any y in H = =KH,
0=(Nmx, y) =s z
m d(E(z) x, y). This shows that (E( } ) x, y) = A(S).
Since (E( } ) P1x, y)+(E( } ) P2x, y) is the GKS decomposition of
(E( } )x, y) , we have by the Abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem
(Theorem 2) that both (E( } ) P1x, y) and (E( } ) P2x, y) are orthogonal
to A(S). Since (E( } ) P1x, y) is totally singular, it must be identically zero.
In particular, (E(S) P1x, y)=0 so that P1 x is in (H = ) = =H. Also, since
(E( } ) P2x, y) is orthogonal to 1, one has (E(S) P2 x, y)=0 so that P2x
is in (H = ) = =H as well. Since P1+P2= Identity on K, we have obtained
the decomposition H=H1 H2 . Further, since (E( } )P1x, y) is identi-
cally zero, Ni*P1x is in H for every i and hence Ni*P1x=P1 Ni*P1x is in
H1 for every i. Thus H1 reduces N. The assertion (ii) is now obvious. The
assertion (iii) follows in view of the minimality of N ; indeed, N2=NK2 is
the minimal normal extension of T2 . K
Corollary 5. Let T be a spherical isometry. If the spherical unitary
part in the decomposition of T as given by Theorem 4 is absent, then the
spectral measure of the minimal normal extension of T is Henkin.
Consider the ‘‘long circle’’ on S/Cn (n>1) passing through the ‘‘North
Pole’’ !0=(1, 0, ..., 0), viz., [ei%!0 : 0%<2?]. For any f in A(B), one has
f (0)=2?0 f (e
i%!0) d%, where d% denotes the normalized arc length measure.
This yields a measure + on S that is supported on the long circle and that
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represents point evaluation at 0. If one lets &=z1 d+, then it is obvious that
& is orthogonal to A(S) and is not absolutely continuous with respect to
the surface area measure _. Further, it is not difficult to see that the multi-
plication tuple Mz on P2(&), the closure of polynomials in the space L2(&)
of &-square-integrable functions on S, has no ‘‘spherical unitary’’ part and
that the multiplication tuple Nz on L2(&) is a minimal normal extension
of Mz . (In fact, Mz=(Mz1 , 0, ..., 0)). Note that Mz is a spherical isometry
and hence a subnormal tuple with the Taylor spectrum _(T ) in B . These
observations show that one cannot in general replace the expression
‘‘Henkin’’ in the statement of Corollary 9 with the expression ‘‘absolutely
continuous with respect to the surface area measure,’’ and answer a
question posed in [At4] in the negative. The reader should contrast this
with the one-dimensional situation; viz., n=1.
We now prove the uniqueness of the decomposition in Theorem 4. For
that purpose, we appeal to a rather specialized version of an approxima-
tion theorem that occurs in connection with the solution of the inner func-
tion problem on the unit ball (see [Ru2, Theorem 3.5]). This version is
stated below as Theorem 6 and was used crucially in [At1, At2, and At4];
the argument here carries the same flavor as the arguments there.
Theorem 6. Suppose that
(a) f : B  (0, ) is continuous, and
(b) % is a positive measure on S.
Then there exists a sequence [ pi] of n-variable polynomials such that
(i) | pi |< f on B .
(ii) limi   pi (z)=0 uniformly on every compact subset of B, and
(iii) limi   | pi (!)|= f (!) !-almost everywhere [%].
Theorem 7. The decomposition of T as stated in Theorem 4 is unique in
the sense that if H$1 , H$2 , T $1 , and T $2 satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)
there (in place of H1 , H2 , T1 , and T2 , respectively), then H1=H$1 ,
H2=H$2 , T1=T $1 , and T2=T $2 .
Proof. Let x be in H$1 and write x=x1+x2 where x1 # H1 and x2 # H2 .
Let E$( } ) be the spectral measure of T $1 . Then for any n-variable polyno-
mial p(!), one has
|
S
| p(!)| 2 d(E$(!)x, x)=&p(T $1)x&2=&p(T )x&2=&p(N)x&2
=|
S
| p(!)| 2 d(E(!)x, x).
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If f is any positive continuous function on S, we extend it to a positive
continuous function on B , and let %=(E$( } )x, x) +(E( } )x, x) in
Theorem 6. It follows then from Theorem 6 and the above equality that
(E$( } )x, x)=(E( } )x, x) . Since (E$( } )x, x) is totally singular, it follows
that the Henkin part (E( } )x2 , x2) in the GKS decomposition of
(E( } )x, x) must be zero, which is equivalent to x2 being zero. Thus x is
in H1 and H$1 is contained in H1 . Similarly, H$2 is contained in H2 . The rest
is obvious. K
We now turn our attention to any commuting operator tuple T that
admits a spherical dilation. At this stage, the reader is reminded of our dis-
cussion in Section 2.
Theorem 8. Let T be an n-tuple of commuting operators in B(H) that
admits a spherical dilation. Then H can be decomposed as H=H1 H2
where
(i) H1 and H2 are reducing for T,
(ii) T1=TH1 is a spherical unitary with its spectral measure totally
singular, and
(iii) T2=TH2 has a minimal normal dilation whose spectral measure
is Henkin.
Also, the decomposition is unique in a sense analogous to that of Theorem 7.
Proof. Let N in B(K) be a minimal normal dilation of T with the spec-
tral measure E( } ). By a fundamental theorem due to Sarason ([S,
Theorem 0), we can write H=K1K2 where K1 and K2 are invariant
subspaces of N such that K2 /K1 . Appealing to Theorem 4, we write H=
(P1K1 P2K1)(P1K2 P2K2) = P1(K1K2)P2(K1K2) = P1HP2H
=H1 H2 , say. It is clear that H1 and H2 reduce T ; thus one can let T1=
TH1 and T2=TH2 . Further, it is evident from the proof of Theorem 4
that (E( } )x, y) is zero for any x in H1 and any y in H2 so that H1 is
reducing for N. That the spectral measure of T1 is totally singular is now
obvious as well as the fact that T2 has a minimal normal dilation (viz.
N2=NP2 K) that has its spectral measure Henkin. The uniqueness of the
decomposition can be proved exactly as in Theorem 7. K
Corollary 9. If T is a subnormal tuple with its joint Taylor spectrum
contained in the closed unit ball B , then the assertions in Theorem 8 hold for
T, and T2 itself is a subnormal tuple with its Taylor spectrum contained in
B . If T is a spherical n-hypercontraction, then the assertions of Theorem 8
hold for T, and T2 itself is a spherical n-hypercontraction.
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Proof. Combine our remarks in Section 2 with Theorem 8 and observe
that (1&z } w)k (T, T*)=(1&z } w)k (T1 , T 1*) (1&z } w)k (T2 , T 2*)=0
(1&z } w)k (T2 , T 2*) for any positive integer k. K
Corollary 10. If T is an n-tuple of commuting operators in B(H) that
admits a spherical dilation and T does not have a spherical unitary part, then
T has a spherical dilation whose spectral measure is Henkin.
Question. Let T be an n-tuple of commuting operators in B(H) admit-
ting a spherical dilation N. If the compression of N to H is a spherical
unitary, does it follow that H is reducing for N, that is, for each Ni (see [S,
Lemma 3])?
We are now ideally placed to elaborate some of the results in [At2]
regarding the intertwining of spherical isometries. Let T and T $ be n-tuples
of commuting operators in B(H) and B(H$), respectively. If a bounded
linear operator X: H  H$ is such that XTi=T $i X for each i (1in),
then X is said to be an intertwining operator for T and T $, and denoted as
XT=T $X. If X: H  H$ and X$: H$  H are such that XT=T $X and
X$T $=TX$, and X and X$ are injective and have dense ranges (that is,
X and X$ are quasi-affinities), then T is said to be quasi-similar to T $; T is
said to be similar (resp. unitarily equivalent) to T $ according as one can
find an invertible (resp. unitary) intertwining operator for T and T $. The
following result is a commutant lifting theorem for spherical isometries and
was proved in [At2] using Theorem 6.
Theorem 11. Let T and T $ be two spherical isometries consisting of
operators in B(H) and B(H$), respectively, and let N (with Ni # B(K)) and
N$ (with N$i # B(K$)) be the minimal normal extensions of T and T $, respec-
tively. If X: H  H$ is a bounded linear operator satisfying XT=T $X, then
X extends to a bounded linear operator X : K  K$ such that X N=N$X and
&X&=&X &.
Adapting the arguments in Section 2 of [M], we can gain more informa-
tion about the intertwining operator X in Theorem 11. If P1 and P2 are the
projections corresponding to N=N1 N2 as discussed in the beginning of
this section, we let the corresponding projections for N$ to be P$1 and P$2 .
Theorem 12. If T and T $ are two spherical isometries as in Theorem 11
and H=H1 H2 and H$=H$1 H$2 are their decompositions as given by
Theorem 4, then X can be decomposed as X=X1 X2 where Xi is a bounded
linear operator from Pi H=Hi to P$iH$=H$i (i=1, 2) intertwining Ti and
T $i . (A corresponding assertion holds for X as well.)
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Proof. Let E( } ) be the spectral measure of N and E$( } ) that of N$. For
any x in H and x$ in H$, one has (T $mP$2XP1x, x$) =(P$2T $mXP1x, x$) =
(P$2 XT mP1x, x$) = (P$2XP1T mx, x$) = (P1T mx, X*P$2x$) = (T mP1 x,
X*P$2x$) , so that 0=S z
m d[(E$(z) P$2XP1x, x$)&(E(z) P1 x, X*P$2x$)]
=S z
m d[+2&+1], say.
Note that +2 is Henkin and +1 is totally singular. Since (+2&+1)=A(S),
we must have that +1 is zero. This leads to S 1d(E$(z) P$2XP1x, x$)=0,
so that (P$2XP1x, x$)=0 showing that P$2XP1=0. Similarly, one has
P$1XP2=0. The desired conclusion follows by letting Xi=P$iXPi . K
A conclusion corresponding to that of Theorem 12 also holds if one con-
siders X as intertwining a spherical isometry T and a tuple T $ that admits
a spherical dilation in the manner of Proposition 11 in [At2].
It was noted in [At3] that the properties of the correspondence X  X
as stated in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 of [M], which hold in the context of an
algebra (such as the polydisk algebra) that is ‘‘approximating in modulus’’
(see [St]), also hold in the context of the ball algebra A(S), in the light
of Theorem 6. The statements of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [M] can then
be adapted to the situation of Theorem 12. (Thus, X is isometric (resp.
self-adjoint) if and only if X1 and X2 are isometric (resp. self-adjoint), X is
normal implies X1 and X2 are normal, etc.)
Theorem 13. Let T and T $ be subnormal n-tuples of commuting
operators in B(H) and B(H$), respectively. Suppose H=H1 H2 and
H$=H$1 H$2 are the decompositions of H and H$ as given by Corollary 9
with reference to T and T $, respectively. If T is quasisimilar to T $, then
T1=TH1 is unitarily equivalent to T $1 =T $H$1 .
Proof. We argue as in [C1]. Suppose X: H  H$ and X$: H$  H are
two quasi-affinities satisfying XT=T $X and TX$=X$T $. Now L$1 #closure
(XH1) is invariant for each T $i } (T $iXH=XTiH1 /XH1). (Here Ti
and T $i stand for the coordinates of T and T $, respectively.) Clearly,
X1=XH1 : H1  L$1 is a quasi-affinity and X1(TiH1)=(T $i L$1) X1 . By a
straightforward generalization of a result due to Radjavi and Rosenthal
(see [RR; or C1, Chapter II, Proposition 10.6), it follows that L$1 is reduc-
ing for each T $i , T $i L$i is normal, and there exists a unitary U from H1 onto
L$1 such that U*(T $i L$1) U=Ti H1 . But this implies that the spectral
measure of T $L$1 is totally singular. Now, appealing to Theorem 6 and
arguing as in Theorem 7, it is easy to see that L$1 is contained in H$1 .
Hence, TiH1=U*((T $i H$1)L$1)U for each i. Similarly, there exists a unitary
U$: H$1  closure (X$H$1)#L1 /H1 such that T $i H$1=U$*((TiH1)L1) U$.
It then follows by a well-known result (see [KaS, Problem 3]) that
T1=TH1 is unitarily equivalent to T $1 =T $H$1 . K
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An operator tuple T of commuting operators in B(H) is said to be cyclic
if there exists a vector u in H such that the smallest closed subspace of H
containing u and invariant for each coordinate Ti is all of H. The proof
of the next theorem can be mimicked from that of Proposition 13.10 in
Chapter 2 of [C2] and is left to the reader.
Theorem 14. Let T and T $ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 13 and
further let T and T $ be cyclic. Then T is quasi-similar to T $ if and only if T1
is unitarily equivalent to T $1 and T2 is quasi-similar to T $2 .
It is of interest, from the viewpoint of exploring functional calculi for a T
admitting a spherical dilation, to investigate conditions under which the
‘‘singular’’ part T1 in the decomposition of such a T is absent. If an n-tuple
T of commuting operators in B(H) has its Taylor spectrum contained in B ,
then, as in the one-dimensional case, one can make sense out of f (T) for any
f in A(B) by first considering p(T) for p a polynomial and then approximat-
ing f by a power series. If an n-tuple T admits a spherical dilation, then it
is certainly a spherical 1-hypercontraction and it follows from an earlier
remark that such a T has its Taylor spectrum contained in B .
Recall that a subset K of S is called a peak set for A(S) if there is an
f in A(S)(=A(B)) such that f (!)=1 for every ! in K and | f (z)|<1 for
every z in B "K. Such an f is said to peak on K. A result, essentially due
to F. and M. Riesz [Ri] asserts that K in S is a peak set for A(S) if and only
if K is M0-null. For a number of equivalent conditions for K to be a peak
set for A(S), the reader is referred to [Ru1, Chapter 10]. We say that an
n-tuple T of commuting operators in B(H) with its Taylor spectrum _(T)
in B is Montel if the sequence [ fi (T)x] tends to zero for every Montel
sequence [ fi] in A(B) and for every x in H.
Theorem 15. Let T be an n-tuple of commuting operators in B(H) admit-
ting a spherical dilation. Then the ‘‘singular’’ part T1 in the decomposition of
T as given by Theorem 7 is absent if and only if T is Montel.
Proof. Suppose T=T2 so that the spectral measure of the minimal
spherical dilation N of T is Henkin. Then, for any x and y in H, ( fi (T) x, y)=
( fi (N) x, y)=S fi (z) d(E(z) x, y) tends to 0 by the definition of a Montel
sequence [ fi]. Since [ fi] is uniformly bounded (on B ), so is [& fi (T )&],
and it follows that [ fi (T ) x] converges to 0 for any x in H. Thus T is
Montel.
Conversely, suppose T is Montel. If x=x1+x2 is an element of H=H1 H2
as given by Theorem 8, then one has, for any Montel sequence [ fi], ( fi (T) x, x)
=( fi(N) x, x)=S fi(z) d(E(z) x1 , x1)+S fi (z) d(E(z) x2, x2).
Since S fi (z) d(E(z) x2 , x2)  0 as i  , and T is Montel, we have
S fi (z) d(E(z) x1 , x1)  0 as i  . Now (E( } ) x1 , x1) is supported on
an M0-null (and hence a peak) set Ax1 , and we can choose a function f in
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A(B) that peaks on Ax1 . Letting fi= f
i, we get (E(Ax1) x1 , x1) to be zero
so that x1=E(Ax1) x1 is itself zero. K
In [Va], a sufficient condition was provided for a spherical n-hypercon-
traction to admit a spherical dilation whose spectral measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to the surface area measure on the unit sphere S. If
T is an n-tuple of commuting operators in B(H), and MT : B(H)  B(H) is
defined by MT (X)=ni=1 T*iXTi (X # B(H)), then the relevant condition is
lim
r  1
( (I&r2MT)&n (((1&z .w)n)(T, T*)) x, x)  &x&2 (:)
for every x in H. Note that condition (:) makes sense for &MT&1, which
in turn is true if T is a spherical hypercontraction. A corresponding condi-
tion occurs in [MV] which is:
&M kT (I) x&  0 as k   (;)
for every x in H.
It was noted in [MV] that, for n=1, condition (;) reduces to requiring
T to be C0 } , that is, requiring T nx  0 as n   for every x in H. In [At4],
the author verified that, for n=1, the condition (:) is also equivalent to
requiring T to be C0 } . If T is a Montel operator, then considering the
sequence [zn] we see that T is C0 } ; while it follows from the well-known
theory (see [NF]) that any C0 } , operator T is Montel. It was verified in
[At5] that, for T consisting of commuting normals, both the conditions (:)
and (;) are equivalent to requiring the restriction of the spectral measure of
T to the unit sphere S to be zero. It should be clear to the reader that, for
a tuple T of commuting normals, the condition of T being Montel is equiv-
alent to requiring the restriction of the spectral measure of T to S to be
Henkin. (Use the fact that any Montel sequence converges pointwise to 0 on
B). The consideration of the multiplication tuple Nz on L2 (&) as described
following Corollary 5 shows that, for n2 and for a normal tuple T, the
condition of T being Montel is strictly more general than either condition (:)
or (;). The interdependence of the three conditions for a spherical 1-hyper-
contraction does not appear to be very obvious; though, for a spherical
n-hypercontraction T, either condition (:) or condition (;) guarantees that
T is Montel, since such a T has a spherical dilation whose spectral measure
is absolutely continuous with respect to _.
Suppose T is a subnormal tuple with its Talor spectrum in B. Since T is
also a spherical n-hypercontraction, T admits a spherical dilation. By relating
the minimal normal extension N of T to the spherical dilation of T and
exploiting the work of Vasilescu [Va] as well as Theorem 6, the author
investigated in [At4] and [At5] the conditions under which the spectral
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measure of N is absolutely continuous with respect to the surface area
measure or on the unit sphere S. We now look at the more general case that
results by replacing _ by a Henkin measure.
Corollary 16. Let T be a subnormal n-tuple of commuting operators in
B(H) that is Montel. Then the spectral measure of the minimal normal exten-
sion of T is Henkin.
Proof. Note that such a T admits, by Theorem 15, a spherical dilation
whose spectral measure is Henkin. Now appealing to Theorem 6 and argu-
ing as in Proposition 4 of [At4], it follows that the spectral measure of the
minimal normal extension of T is absolutely continuous with respect to a
Henkin measure. But then the spectral measure itself is Henkin by a result
of Henkin mentioned earlier. K
In view of Theorem 15 and Corollary 16, it is tempting to try to do an
H-functional calculus for any Montel tuple T, where H is the space of
bounded analytic functions in B. This would certainly be possible if one were
to know that every f in H has radial limits almost everywhere with respect
to every Henkin measure; unfortunately, this is still an unanswered question
in the theory of several complex variables (see [RU1], Chapter 11, and
[A]).
The preceding discussion should convince the reader that the decomposi-
tion theory for even special classes of n-tuples of operators is highly more
intriguing than that for a single operator. The present paper is a modest
attempt at developing a small part of that theory by capitalizing on the
infrastructure of Henkin measures.
Note added in proof. After this paper had been submitted for publication, the author’s
attention was brought by the referee to the preprint of a paper titled ‘‘Invariant subspaces for
spherical contractions’’ by J. Eschmeier, wherein Eschmeier uses the technique of GKS decom-
position to split a continuous B(H)-valued algebra homomorphism of A(B) into ‘‘absolutely
continuous’’ and ‘‘singular’’ parts. In particular, Eschmeier develops a ‘‘weak*-continuous’’
H-functional calculus for a commuting tuple T, which admits a spherical dilation and does not
have a spherical unitary part. Apropos of the discussion toward the end of the present paper,
the question of whether one can, for such a tuple T, do an H-functional calculus in the
‘‘strong’’ sense as in the case of a single operator (see [NF]) still appears to be unsettled. While
the functional calculus and the related theory developed by Eschmeier can certainly be brought
to bear upon the kind of special tuples dealt with in the present paper, our results pertaining
to the decompositions and intertwinings of such operator tuples have been obtained in a some-
what direct manner and are rather explicit.
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